ULTRA BOOKSHELF – AUDIOPHILE SOUND, UNMATCHED FLEXIBILITY

The Ultra bookshelf holds a warm spot in the heart of any serious audiophile. The most flexible loudspeaker in the Ultra family, the Ultra Bookshelf acquits itself nicely in stand-alone applications, works wonderfully as a high-end home-theater speaker, and also forms the foundation for a full range stereo system when paired with our world-class subwoofers.

Featuring striking edge treatments, the Ultra Bookshelf draws design cues from our flagship Ultra Tower. Premium-grade real wood black oak veneer and piano gloss black finishes complement the dramatic styling, resulting in a sophisticated and elegant design at home in any upscale décor.

SPECIFICATION

» Real Black Oak Veneer, Piano Gloss White and Piano Gloss Black finish options
» SoundMatch 2-way crossover network with premium components
» 1” aluminum dome tweeter
» 6.5” woofer
» Dual gold-plated 5-way binding posts
» Rated bandwidth: 45 Hz-32 kHz (±3 dB)
» Sensitivity: 87 dB (2.83V @ 1 meter full-space, 300-3kHz)
» Nominal impedance: 8 ohms
» Recommended power: 20-150 watts
» Cabinet size: 14.9” (H) x 8.5” (W) x 10” (D)

PREMIUM DRIVERS AND CROSSOVERS

SVS uses the highest quality drivers, combined with SoundMatch crossover networks, to ensure the highest sound quality. Our aluminum dome tweeter features an optimized diffuser to eliminate diffraction artifacts. The woofer utilizes an FEA-designed motor and suspension, a shorting ring to reduce distortion, and a treated cone to minimize resonances. The crossover network was designed using sophisticated software and extensive electro-acoustical measurements, and features premium-grade capacitors, air-core inductors and printed circuit boards.

STUNNING SOUND QUALITY

With precise imaging, a coherent and deep soundstage, scintillating micro-dynamics, and unflinching accuracy, these involving loudspeakers were voiced by our panel of Sound Experts to ensure the utmost in fidelity and sonic purity. Add an SVS SB13-Ultra subwoofer, and create a stunning full-range stereo system which will absolutely thrill music aficionados.

PRECISION CNC CONSTRUCTION, ACOUSTICALLY INERT CABINET DESIGN

Ensuring that this beauty is not just skin deep, the Ultra Bookshelf cabinet is precision CNC manufactured with extensive internal blocking and bracing, resulting in perfect edge and panel alignment, no resonances and excellent rigidity - ensuring you hear nothing but pure and uncolored sound.